The temporal pattern of motion in depth perception derived from ERPs in humans.
Former studies have demonstrated the cortical regions being involved in visual motion processing. The strength of neuronal activation was found to depend on the direction of motion. In particular the detection of optic flow towards the observer seems of particular importance due to its obvious biological relevance. We used event related potentials (ERPs) to add data of the temporal dynamics of this neuronal processing. Using current density reconstruction, source maxima of differential activation in motion in depth versus planar motion in the time range from 50 to 400 ms after stimulus onset were localized, and the time courses of activation were elaborated. Source reconstruction revealed six regions contributing significant source activity related to the perception of motion in depth: occipital pole, bilateral fusiform gyrus, right lateral superior occipital cortex and bilateral superior parietal cortex. Our data provide evidence for an early involvement of visual occipital cortex in the perception of motion in depth stimuli, followed by activation within parietal cortex, presumably associated with attention information processing. Sub-dividing the effects of the direction of the stimuli in motion in depth perception, optic flow directed towards the observer-induced stronger activation, but this differential activation excluded the parietal cortex. Thus the temporal deconvolution of the electrophysiological data suggests that the differential processing of approaching stimuli is initiated at an early stage of visual perception within the visual association area.